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 The link between magnetism and a stained glass window or a jar of honey 
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 Magnetic order is one of the most intriguing quantum mechanical 
phenomena exhibited in solid-state matter, and one of the few quantum 
phenomena manifested at room temperature. Magnetic order is derived from 
the manifestation of a non-trivial “spin” from individual atoms, combined with 
a mixture of varying interactions of the "spin" with its environment. Yet, there 
are bizarre magnetic materials which exhibit both magnetic moments and 
strong interactions, yet fail to exhibit long-range order, down to the lowest 
temperatures. These rather interesting class of magnets, often called 
frustrated magnets, are still challenging to describe due to the competition of 
many interactions. One special class of these magnets, s spin glasses, are 
rather unique as they exhibit partially ordered states, but their magnetization 
ages over time synonymous to the structure of real glasses or a jar of honey. 
Historically, the idea of a spin glass was always linked to the notion of 
disorder in a frustrated magnet. I will then review an exciting discovery: the 
presence of a spin glass state in elemental Nd, the first element on the 
periodic table known to show spin glass behavior. To this end, I will review 
recent experimental progress in spin-polarized scanning tunneling 
microscopy, in which it is now possible to image the magnetization state 
down to the level of an individual atom, to temperatures far below 1K. These 
new experiments resolve a decades long debate about the magnetic state of 
this element. Finally, I will give a perspective on spin glasses, and their 
exciting relevance in new forms of computing, which are inspired by brain-
like computational models in machine learning. 

 



 


